Product conditions for parcel services to cash customers and
consumers
1.

Terms of service for cash customers and consumers

Matkahuolto’s parcel services cover domestic parcels paid for in cash. Matkahuolto delivers the parcel to
the pick-up point or directly to the recipient, depending on the service chosen by the sender. The delivery
time is 1 to 3 days.
Matkahuolto notifies the recipient electronically of the arrival of the parcel. The parcel will be held at the
pick-up point for 7 days. The recipient of the parcel can extend the holding time to a maximum of 21 days
by purchasing an extra service.
Any unclaimed parcel will be returned to the sender who will be charged for the cost of returning the parcel.
2.
Addittional services
2.1.
2.1.
Delivery to Recipient’s Door
The parcel is delivered close to the recipient’s front door. The consignor can choose between two options:
the parcel is delivered to the recipient’s door between 8.00 and 16.00 on weekdays, or Matkahuolto agrees
on the time of delivery with the recipient. The consignment must be manageable by one individual.
The service includes one delivery attempt, and if the recipient cannot be reached, the parcel will be taken
to the pick-up point indicated in the arrival notification for 7 days. The dimensions or weight of the parcel
may limit the type and location of the pick-up point.
2.2.
Handle with Care
The Handle with Care extra service is suitable for parcels with fragile contents and allows the parcel to be
handled separately, if possible. The consignor must carefully pack the parcel in accordance with
Matkahuolto’s instructions and affix Handle with Care labels to the parcel. The parcel must be able to
withstand transport and loading with other parcels. Matkahuolto is not obliged to comply with any factory
package markings made by the manufacturer. Warning and caution labels will not increase Matkahuolto’s
liability for compensation for damage, nor release the consignor from liability.
2.3.
Express
Express parcels are delivered using the first available transport. The schedule is based on the transport options
available at the time of dispatch.
The availability of the Express Parcel service varies from one service outlet to another.
2.4.
Heavy Parcel
The Heavy Parcel extra service allows a maximum parcel weight of 35 kg. The extra service includes pick-up
from the consignor and delivery on the terms of the Delivery to Recipient’s Door extra service.
2.5.
Mailbox Delivery
With this service, parcels are delivered directly to the recipient’s mailbox and marked as delivered in the
tracking system without a separate acknowledgement. The delivery time is 2 to 4 days.
2.6.
Pick-up from Door
Matkahuolto will pick up prepaid parcels from the consignor’s front door between 8.00 and 16.00 on
weekdays.
2.7.
Cash-on-Delivery (COD)
The consignor may specify a COD amount which must be paid before the recipient receives the parcel. The
COD amount may not exceed EUR 2,500. The consignor is responsible for the accuracy of the information
relating to the payment, and if there is any additional work involved such work may be charged to the
consignor.
Matkahuolto transfers the COD amount to the consignor’s account at a bank in Finland. The transfer takes 4
working days and Matkahuolto is not responsible for the time needed for bank transfers.
Matkahuolto will refund the COD amount to the consignor if Matkahuolto fails to collect it when handing over
the parcel to the consignee.
2.8.
Delivery without Acknowledgment
A parcel can be delivered, for example, near the recipient’s front door without the recipient’s
acknowledgement. Consignments left without acknowledgement will be photographed. Matkahuolto is not
liable for loss, reduction or damage to the consignment after delivery.
2.9.
Home Delivery
Depending on the transport area, the recipient can purchase home delivery or transfer to another pick-up
point for a pick-up parcel. The delivery time is 2 to 4 days.
2.10.
Extension of Holding Time
The recipient can extend the holding time of the parcel by a maximum of 21 days. Use of the service requires
registration with Matkahuolto services.
3.
Liability for damages
Damage to or loss of consignments will be compensated in accordance with the Road Transport Agreements
Act. The compensation is maximum €20 per kg.
4.
Validity of the conditions
These product conditions will come into force on 1 April 2022. The conditions are effective until further notice.
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